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KYIV CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY

Is a non-state unprofitable self-governing organization uniting legal entities created and operating according to the legislation of Ukraine.

It was established in 1995.

Kyiv CCI has over 1100 members, 4800 enterprises and unions and it is largest regional chamber of commerce and industry in Ukraine

MAIN SERVICES ARE:
- Expert services
- Certification of origin
- Valuation (price examination)
- Customs and brokerage services
- Legal services

EXPORT PROMOTION CENTER
OF THE KYIV CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY

PROVIDES FOLLOWING PROFESSIONAL SERVICES FOR FOREIGN COMPANIES:
- Assisting in doing business in Ukraine
- Ukrainian market information
- Checking the reliability of business partner
- Organization of business meetings
- Confirming Force Majeure situation
- Providing legal addresses
- Registration of foreign representative offices in Ukraine
- Certification of commercial documentation
- Apostille
- Legalization of notarized documents

Contact information:
55, B. Khmelnitskoho Str., 01601, Kyiv, Ukraine
Kyiv Chamber of commerce and Industry
Export Promotion Center
tel/fax: +38 044 482-04-35
e-mail: export@kiev-chamber.org.ua; expo@kiev-chamber.org.ua
www.kiev-chamber.org.ua/en; www.export.kiev.ua
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“Agro-Yug-Service” LLC is a production and trading company operating in the agricultural market of Ukraine since 2000. As of today, the company is one of the largest producers of wheat flour in the southern region of Ukraine.

The company has the following facilities of its own production:
- Mill complex;
- Pasta production;
- Biscuit production (sugar biscuits, hard dough biscuits, crackers);
- Packaged production (flour, pasta, biscuits and cereals).

Enterprise operates with modern equipment. Products are manufactured under the brand TM “Amina”.

High quality is an obligatory component that integrates the entire range of our products. Quality is the ideology of the company, which is brought to life by all the technological and intellectual potential of the company. Quality control is carried out throughout the entire production process, from receipt of raw materials to the finished product, and afterwards - in the process of storage and transportation.

In 2012 the company introduced and certified an integrated management system for food safety that meets the requirements of State Standard DSTU ISO 22000: 2007 (HACCP).

Our international partners:
Original Pasta
BUSHTRUJK

COMPANY INFO: Original Pasta Bushtruk is a Ukrainian company specialized in pasta production under the brands “Kiev Mix” and “City Pasta”. The company produces dry pasta since 1999 and is one of the largest pasta manufacturers in Ukraine. The company stands for quality products and modern technology.

QUALITY: All our pasta products are made of high-quality raw materials are organic and suitable for vegetarians. Be sure, that by ordering our pasta you buy one of the best quality products.

All the products are confirmed by Ukrainian and International quality certificates such as ISO 9001, FSSC 22000, HACCP and HALAL.

Our company purchases the best-quality flour for pasta products. This ensures a stable golden color and high quality cooking. Ukraine is among of three top grain exporters in Europe. We cooperate with flour suppliers, which have flour being produced on Buhler equipment (Switzerland). All raw materials supplied to our company, accompanied by quality certificates. All components are monitored and checked by our own laboratory.

INGREDIENTS: High-grade flour of soft vitreous wheat and drinking water. There are no additives and dyes. Nutrient of 100g uncooked pasta: Proteins 10.5 g, Carbohydrates 70.4 g, Fat 1.1 g, Energy 340 Kcal (1423 kJ).

PACKAGING: Particular attention is paid to the quality of packaging material that can store and deliver products safely, avoiding damage during transportation. Our packaging is bright and colorful, that differs it from other competing products on the shelves of grocery stores.

STORAGE TERM: 24 months.

CONTACT DETAILS:
2 Privokzalnaya Str., Yelizarovo vil., Solonianskiy district, Dnepropetrovsk region, 52433, Ukraine

tel: ............. +380 98 949-74-34
e-mail: .......... office@kiev-mix.com.ua
skype: .......... Kiev.Mix Ukraine
web: ............ www.kiev-mix.com.ua

Contact person:
Anna Kostenko
mob: .......... +380 98 949-73-34
e-mail: ...... a.kostenko@kiev-mix.com.ua

2 Privokzalnaya Str., Yelizarovo vil., Solonianskiy district, Dnepropetrovsk region, 52433, Ukraine

tel: ............. +380 98 949-74-34
e-mail: .......... office@kiev-mix.com.ua
skype: .......... Kiev.Mix Ukraine
web: ............ www.kiev-mix.com.ua

Contact person:
Anna Kostenko
mob: .......... +380 98 949-73-34
e-mail: ...... a.kostenko@kiev-mix.com.ua
LLC «Industrial & Commercial Company SHABO» is leading Ukrainian winemaking company with a complete production cycle (wine-growing – wine-making – sales of products).

SHABO was established in 2003 on the base of the oldest winery in Ukraine and during 10 years has become one of the leading producers of wine and spirits in Ukraine (with more than 25% market share on Ukrainian brandy market).

SHABO expertise covers viticulture, wine and spirits production, specializing in still wines, brandy, grape vodka, wheat vodka, sparkling wines and vermouth.

> Shabo Vineyards cover an area of 1200 ha.
> Total output is 7500 tons of grapes.
> 4.0 million vines of more than 20 grape varieties grow in the Shabo vineyards.
> Storage capacity of the Shabo winery more than 900 000 dekaliters.
> Total sales in 2015 were 657 298 dekaliters of wines and 726 529 dekaliters of spirits.

The portfolio of products from SHABO get awarded with more than 500 awards, among them more than 100 medals obtained at the most prestigious tasting competitions of the world, such as «Decanter World Wine Awards», «International Wine & Spirits Competition», «Mundus Vini», «Effervescents du Monde», «Chardonnay du Monde», «Los Angeles International World Wine Competition», «San Francisco International World Wine Competition» and «San Francisco World Spirits Competition».

Since 2012, the company SHABO is the only one Ukrainian company which got right to create AOC wines (wines of “controlled denominations of origin”).

The most important social project of the company is “Wine Culture Center Shabo”, that was created in 2009 on the initiative and at the expense of SHABO. In September 2011, by the recommendation of the Council of Europe it has been named “Cultural heritage of Europe” and included in the European map of the museums of wine.

SHABO wines and spirits have already been represented in 16 countries, among them Belgium (Delhaize Group), France (Cite du vin, Bordeaux), Czech Republic, Denmark, the Baltic states, the U.S.A, Canada, Brazil, Japan, China, Azerbaijan, Georgia and others.

The company has strong partnership with such retail chains as: METRO, Auchan, Delhaize Group (Belgium).

SIMON BLANCHARD — oenologist (France):

«Shabo— is a distinctive terroir, here grapes grow in very unique soils, such as sand with clay / limestone. It allows to create fresh wines, as well as more mature wines with a rich flavour».

STEPHANE LAGUERCHE —
Director of the test center of still and sparkling wines «Sarco» (France):

«Shabo wines are of the high quality. They can be compared with the best European wines».
Company MAIS is a developer of basic breeding forms and commercial corn hybrids, it produces a wide range of heterosis form of corn seeds for the Ukrainian seed market as well as for countries within the European market.

Quality and high-yield properties of hybrids are defining components of the scientific and production program of Company MAIS.

Three strategic directions of progressive movement such as: scientific researches, production of our own scientific products and promotion of competitive breeding researches on seed markets, were the basis for the creation and development of Company MAIS.

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCHES

Company MAIS was the first among Ukrainian private companies in agriculture which decided that scientific researches will be the main direction. Realization of the first own breeding programs were established in 1992. It was founded on the strength of a powerful team of experienced yet young breeders. Company MAIS has created its own genetic bank, which has several thousand breeding samples. Working genetic material was certified by modern methods of DNA Identification. Lines and hybrids, that were officially registered, have patent protection. The Company presented hundreds of hybrids of different maturity groups (from FAO 160 to FAO 500) on Ukrainian and world seed markets. Hybrids of Company MAIS are suitable in all climatic and soil zones, they are compiled with high productivity, drought tolerance and intensive speed of grain drying.

SEED PRODUCTION

The Company occupied leader position for production capacity and quality level of products due to the most experienced staff in sphere of corn growing and proceeding. We combine world achievements in seed production with our own techniques and methodologies insuring improved quality on a world standard for Company MAIS seeds. Production capacities are three seed plants which are situated in the Central and West regions of Ukraine. Our seed plants are equipped with modern machines and technologies of European and American producers.

The Company has its own licensed laboratory for seed quality. Company MAIS is a participant of International Seed Testing Association (ISTA), and American Seed Trade Association (ASTA).

MARKETING

The most important aspects of our marketing, to date, are to be recognized within the Ukrainian seed market and confidence in brand of Company MAIS. Every client is important to us. That is why our buyers become permanent partners and clients of Company MAIS.

The hybrids of Company MAIS were registered in Ukraine, Russia, Belarus and the European Union.

The Company dynamically and actively develops relations with international partners and it is always open to new business contacts.
The company “Agroprodukt” is one of the key producers of meat products in Ukraine.

Our business is concentrated on the production of chilled and frozen beef meat. In addition, the company supplies its products to the largest enterprises of Ukraine engaged in the production of chilled meat products. Our products are exported successfully to the countries of the former Soviet Union and the geography of our deliveries are gradually expanding to the European Union, Africa and Asia.

HISTORY OF THE COMPANY
The history of our company in the meat business started since 1998. In 2001 the company launched its own production of slaughter and processing of beef and pork products of Ukrainian origin.

SCOPE OF BUSINESS ACTIVITY
Slaughter of cattle and pork, cutting and sorting of meat and offals, storage and sale of meat products. The company has advanced equipment, high-performance line of cattle slaughter, cold storage for 400 tons of frozen meat. The company “Agroprodukt” is one of the founders of the Association of production and processing enterprises of the meat industry of Ukraine “Myaso Ukrainy”.

CONTACT DETAILS:
Vyzvolennia Str., 2, office 202/203
21050, Vinnytsia, Ukraine
tel/fax: +380 432 52-07-70
+380 432 52-08-89
+380 432 52-08-90
e-mail: agrotorg.ua@gmail.com

ACTIVITY POLICY:
The main task for the company “Agroprodukt” is to ensure the quality and safety of the products. In this regard, the company is currently in the process of reconstruction of the industrial and office premises in accordance with the requirements of occupational health and hygiene of the staff, as well as the HACCP requirements, ISO 9001:2008 and HALAL.

LTD EKOBIOBIOTEK-UKRAINE
«Ekobiotek-Ukraine» LTD has been working in agricultural production and trade since 2003. The production facilities are located on the South of Ukraine — Kherson city. This region is famous for high quality and traditions of sunflower seeds growing what are the raw materials for producing of sunflower oil.

The main area of activity is manufacture. We produce high quality refined deodorized winterized sunflower oil.

Refinery capacity is 50 tons per 24 hours and includes all the technological stages: Neutralization, Bleaching, Crystallization and Deodorization. They are carried out by the installation of the highest technological level, which guarantees excellent quality of the end product. The plan has its own laboratory which monitoring of raw and finished products at all stages of a production process securing stable quality of oil. The plan produces 1320 MT of sunflower oil monthly.

The main company’s mission — to provide consumers affordable sunflower Oil with the highest useful properties, continuously improving, save the environment around the plant unchanged.

Having big experience in international trade and export, we are constantly looking to expand our business by fostering good relationships with our partners. We are glad to get new business contracts and we value those, who are already work with us. We are flexible and open in our work.

CONTACT DETAILS:
110 A Raketna str., Kherson, Ukraine, 73042
tel: +380 552 41-18-08
tel: +380 552 41-19-03
e-mail: ekobiotek@ukr.net
e-mail: ekobiotek.ukrain@gmail.com
web: www.ekobiotek-ukraine.com.ua
Mill complex "Enlil" was founded in 2005 in Kharkiv, Ukraine.

Today, "Enlil" is one of the largest producers in the region and has established itself as a reliable partner to supply quality products both in Ukraine and abroad.

"Enlil" is the owner of the trademark "golden grain" under which produces a wide range of products.

Particular attention is paid to the selection of raw materials, and this is due to the exceptional quality of the finished product.

Mill complex "Enlil" produces flour exclusively from soft wheat, which is rich in nutrients and easily digested by the human organism. Flour recipe does not include any additives and enhancers, the finished product is completely natural."
Joint Ukrainian-English venture
GALCA LTD

CONTACT DETAILS:
1, Zapovitna str,
79019, Lviv, Ukraine
tel: .............. +380 322 40-91-92
web: ............. www.galca.ua
e-mail: .......... export@galca.ua

Trade mark “Galca” — more than 80 years of Ukrainian high quality coffee. Importing beans from dozens of countries we provide complete production cycle — from green coffee beans processing to finished products creating.

Joint Ukrainian-English venture “Galca Ltd” is not only the leading powerful modern enterprise that use the latest technology but the company with the desire to preserve naturalness and environmentally friendly materials. The enterprise operates an automated system that meets international standards. Naturalness and high quality is the principal position of JV “Galca Ltd”.

At the enterprise successfully operate two world systems: quality management system ISO 9001:2000 in which the system of food safety ISO 22000:2005 (HACCP) is integrated. In 2016 factory was successfully certified according to the standard of food safety management FSSC 22000:2010. So the company guarantees absolute safety of food products primarily due to strict control system at all stages, while obtaining raw materials, own manufacturing, storage, transport and receipt by the consumer.

Coffee taste from TM “Galca” depends on properly selected blends of coffee beans which come to the production from various coffee plantations in the world including Ethiopia, Uganda, Laos, Cameroon, Vietnam, India, Indonesia, Mexico, Costa Rica, Brazil, Colombia, Guatemala, Tanzania, Honduras, Nicaragua and other. We create a unique bouquet of flavors and aromas blending the best coffee beans grown in distinct exotic countries.

JV “Galca Ltd” has a considerable range of products able to satisfy the different categories of consumers: natural roasted coffee beans; roasted and ground coffee; instant coffee — powder, agglomerated, sublimated; coffee mixes — cappuccino, latte, “3 in 1”; drinks based on coffee, chicory and barley, cocoa; instant drinks with special properties and various additives (for example: Echinacea, hawthorn, rosehips, ginseng, stevia). Also chicory extracts with additives and Carpathian phyto and black teas.

The product range is constantly expanding thanks to the development of new areas and ways of processing of coffee beans and chicory, creating new and interesting for the consumer drinks.

We offer the best quality goods at an affordable price. Hope you are interested in our product range, more information at the official website: http://www.galca.ua/products.html.

We are looking for reliable partners for long-term relationships that help grow and develop together.
The company **GROW RAW**

**CONTACT DETAILS:**
Kharkiv 93 Postyshewa av.
Ukraine, 61020
tel/fax: ...... +380 57 752-52-57
web: .......... www.grow-raw.com

Ivan Yatlo
Head of Sales Department
tel/viber/whatsapp: +380 99 036-36-76
e-mail: .......... l.Yatlo@grow-raw.com

Stanislav Miroshnichenko, International Business Manager of Sales Department
tel/viber/whatsapp: +380 50 405-95-15
e-mail: .......... S.Miroshnichenko@grow-raw.com
skype: .......... miroshnichenkost

**ABOUT COMPANY**

The company “Grow Raw” is engaged in the export of agricultural products from Ukraine to Western Europe, North America and Africa. We are working closely with the Ukrainian producers of agricultural products throughout the territory of Ukraine. Our company is an active participant of international trading activity.

The priority of our company — a guarantee of quality products. Our employees monitor all steps from production to delivery of the goods to the buyer to provide high quality products and services.

The company “Grow Raw” is a part of holding company, the main of which is the company about the production of spices and seasonings “SPS”.

The company “SPS” has been founded for 16 years ago, sells its products in 17 countries and is the largest importer of raw materials required for manufacturing spices and seasonings. The company “SPS” is the second player in the market after the company Nestle in Ukraine.

Information about the company can be found at: http://www.pripravka.com. Also holding includes building company Megacity, which sells building and roofing materials. Company operates in markets of Ukraine and CIS countries for more than 9 years. The site of the company you can see here: http://megacity.in.ua.

**OUR ADVANTAGES**

- Favorable logistics.
- Location in most developed agricultural region of Ukraine.
- Modern and effective equipment.
- Strict quality control.
- Guarantees of quality.
- Delivery terms and conditions.
- Packing and labeling upon buyer’s demand.
- Flexible payment terms.
- Quality documents.
- Availability of own production and warehouse space.
- Ability to supply raw materials for the needs of a particular customer.

---

**Coriander, flax, mustard, sunflower seeds, beans, peas**

- Purity: 99.9%
- Moisture: max 9%
- Without pests contamination
- Without harmful and metallic content

**Walnuts in shell and walnut’s kernels**

- Moisture: max 7%
- Whole walnuts: 85%
- Quarters and big pieces of kernels: 5%
- Color: extra light and light
- Without significant damages
- Without harmful and metallic content
- Without pests contamination

**Natural bee honey**

- Origin: natural floral monoflerny, light (flax, sunflower, acacia)
- Color: Extra White
- Taste and flavor: without extraneous: caramelization, fermentation, acidification, smoke, chemicals and other (% Soluble solids, lcv - 81.4% (corresponding to Guercin A and US standard)
- Processing Method: strained
- Without pesticides
- Without antibiotics
Interstarch Ukraine, LLC is a starch and syrup manufacturer. We are one of the leading corn and wheat processing manufacturers in Eastern Europe. We have a strong production base and total processing capacity of more than 620,000 mt per annum. Due to close ties with our suppliers, we are able to control all processes – from growing of cereals till manufacturing of final products. We believe that customers’ interests and needs must be placed on top of everything else. We never think in terms of products, but always in terms of solutions for our partners. Never-ending efforts of experienced R&D team are aimed to develop new customer-oriented solutions that bring additional value via enhanced quality, cost reduction and higher consumer satisfaction. Our commitment to quality has earned respect and trust of our numerous customers: confectionery and beverages manufacturers, companies from dairy and canning, paper and cardboard industries etc.

We offer wide range of products derived from corn or wheat with following application:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human Nutrition</th>
<th>Non-Food Industry</th>
<th>Animal feed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>» Glucose Syrup</td>
<td>» Modified starches</td>
<td>» Corn Gluten Meal (CGM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Maltose Syrup</td>
<td>» Native corn starch</td>
<td>» Corn Gluten Feed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Glucose-Fructose Syrup</td>
<td>» Native wheat starch</td>
<td>» Vital Wheat Gluten (VWG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Isoglucose)</td>
<td>» Glucose syrups</td>
<td>» Wet-Milled Corn Germ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Native Regular Corn Starch</td>
<td>» Corn steep liquor</td>
<td>» Corn Oil Cake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Native Waxy Corn Starch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Native Wheat Starch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Modified Starches</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Vital Wheat Gluten (VWG)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Gluten-Free Products</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among those are world-known brands: Nestlé, Mondelez, ABInBev, Pepsico, Carlsberg, Knauf, Mondi and others.

Non-GMO product status is regularly confirmed by independent certified laboratories.

Production sites are ISO 9001, ISO 22000 (HACCP), Halal and Kosher certified. Product quality and safety are permanently supervised according to the advanced Quality Assurance System FSSC22000 (GFSI).
JSC "Monomakh" is one of the largest tea and coffee producers in Ukraine. We have been working at the tea and coffee market since 1991 and we can with certainty say that our products due to the permanent quality and stable prices gained its consumers both in Ukraine and in the countries of CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States).

We are proud of our tea and coffee factory which allows us to produce more than 500 tons of high-quality products per month.

We also take an active part in the development of such a new direction at the Ukrainian market as a production of goods under the private trade marks (Private Label). The progress made in this field is appreciated by National Prize “Private Label 2009” and “Private Label-2010” in the Nomination “Fair price”, as well as “Private Label-2011” and “Private Label-2012” in the Nomination “Innovation of the year.”

FACTS ABOUT JSC MONOMAKH

› The first tea packing company in Ukraine!
› 25 years’ experience.
› Annually Production capacity:
  Tea — more than 6000 tons;
  Coffee — more than 5000 tons
› The area of the industrial complex — 7500 m²
› Certified tea & coffee production laboratory.
› FSSC 22000 Certified Production
› Our teas are certified Rainforest Alliance
› Own brands production
› Private Label production
› Services: tea & coffee packing and green coffee roasting

WE WERE THE FIRST
AND WE STILL REMAIN THE BEST!
Native food company showed off as a serious manufacturer of instant cereals (porridges) already in 2001. We were the first then and we continue to be the leaders now. Year in year we stably increase the sales volume. We expand the product range, analyzing and considering all the wishes of customers, staying flexible and mobile.

Everyone agrees that the best breakfast for adults and children is a porridge. Tasty, fast, and, what is the most important, useful, healthy food, this is all about the products of trademarks “Vasha kasha”, “Ovsianushka” & “Ovsianochka” are well-known to the native manufacturer and not only. In 2006 our company successfully started the development of markets abroad. We are proud that our products are popular and in demand!

Product range that we propose could provide a wise and varied menu, consisting of instant cereals (porridges), satisfy the tastes and desires of the most demanding customers. Constant monitoring of production at all stages of manufacture ensures its invariable excellent quality.

Mak-Var Ecoproduct Ltd is a healthy foods producer. Its Zdorovje (“Health”) pasta is the first Ukrainian dietary pasta with healthcare effect. The company products have no analogues in Ukraine and are protected with three patents. The company produces pasta from whole grains, rye pasta with sunchoke for diabetics, pasta with vegetable additives: flax seeds, milk thistle seeds, amaranth seeds, pumpkin seeds, grain kernels, grapes kernels, etc.

Italian pasta producer, Markozi Company, purchases products of Mak-Var Ecoproduct for selling on the territory of Italy under its own trade mark ViVien Pro Salus. The company is looking for distributors of its products in Europe under the Mak-Var Foods trademark or under importer’s Private Label.

All the products of trademarks “Vasha kasha”, “Ovsianushka” & “Ovsianochka” are everyday product, convenient both in the family and in personal terms, at the work, on the road, there, anywhere you need to eat quickly and hearty.
Nezhin canning factory is a well-known producer of canned vegetables in Ukraine. Enterprise offers a full production cycle, from growing vegetables to packing of finished products. The factory was founded in 1927. Original ancient recipes using natural spices are still the basis for production. The abiding traditional products form the basis for development of new products, taking into account the preferences of modern consumers. Only fresh Ukrainian vegetables, spices and natural preservatives as salt, acetic and lemon acid are used in the process of preparation for canning.

More than 1000 hectares of agricultural fields are under cultivation in the Nizhinsky Region, Chernihivska Oblast (Pereyaslova Village). About 1,000 people are employed. The factory equipped with modern equipment from Hungary, Netherlands and Germany.

This year we bought fields with valid organic certificates for buckwheat cultivation, burrstone mill for obtaining different types of flour, mill for sunflower oil manufacturing and apiary for honey harvest for a new line of premium groceries Seweia™ from Nezhin cannery.

We invite to cooperation importers, distributors and companies that are also interested in the production of products under their own brand names.
UKRAINIAN LEADING PRODUCER OF EGGS AND EGG PRODUCTS

OVOSTAR UNION

ABOUT

OVOSTAR UNION Group of companies is the top-ranked producer of shell eggs and egg products which enters the TOP-5 European egg market leaders. The Group’s history maintains 15 years of experience, leadership and innovations. All production facilities are located in central Ukraine in close proximity to each other. High level of vertical integration lets control costs and quality at all stages of production process.

SHELL EGGS

The total flock numbers 6 million hens which ensure the production yield of more than 100 million eggs per month. The most modern sorting machines NABEL and MOBA enable to reach 400 thousand eggs per hour output and to provide delay-free supply of fresh shell eggs not only throughout Ukraine but also abroad. The company has the proven experience in packing and shipping of shell eggs for long distances such as Africa, Far East and Middle East.

EGG PRODUCTS

The OVOSTAR egg products plant is equipped with the state-of-the-art technologies and processes more than 1 million eggs a day. Modern equipment and flexible manufacturing processes let separate hen egg yolk and white and produce fermented and pasteurized dry and liquid egg products both chilled and frozen.

The OVOSTAR's expanding product portfolio is driven by the needs of our customers in the domestic market and abroad:
- Whole egg powder
- Egg white powder
- Egg yolk powder
- Fermented heat stable egg yolk powder
- Liquid egg mélange chilled/frozen
- Liquid egg white chilled/frozen
- Liquid egg yolk chilled/frozen
- Heat stable liquid egg yolk chilled/frozen
- Tailor-made egg product mixes

QUALITY

High quality and safety of eggs and egg products is confirmed by certification of all production processes according to ISO 9001:2008, ISO 22000: 2005 and HALAL standards. OVOSTAR Union is recognized as a reliable partner in more than 30 countries of EU, MENA and Asia due to the company's advantages: innovative technologies, high quality standards, expanding product portfolio, long shelf life of egg products and well-run logistics.

CONTACT DETAILS:
34, Petropavlivska str.
Kyiv, 04086, Ukraine

tel: .......... +380 44 354-29-60
mob: .......... +380 95 270-63-02
mob: .......... +380 95 270-64-01
e-mail: ......... export@ovostar.ua
web: ........... www.ovostar.ua

In 2016 Ovostar Union's poultry factory launched enriched cages for laying hens and became the first poultry farm in Ukraine using this rearing system.
“Skvyrskyi grain processing factory” Ltd. is one of the largest producers in Europe of high-quality dietary buckwheat flour, corn flour and oat groats for baby food; buckwheat groats; oat flakes; corn flakes; buckwheat flakes.

For many years, we have successfully exported our products to different CIS and European countries as well as many other countries all over the world.

Production line of our company consists of Bucher’s AG (Switzerland) equipment, in 2015 we also completed the modernization of oat and maize lines that allows us to produce products of the highest quality meeting all regulatory requirements of European Union and other countries.

High quality of our products is the result of permanent technology development and introduction in 2010 of the quality and safety computer-integrated control system as per ISO 9001:2009 and ISO 22000:2007 standards.

Nowadays “Skvyrskyi grain processing factory” Ltd. is supplying raw materials for production of baby food (milk/milk-free mixtures, creams, etc.) for such worldwide brands as “Nutricia”, “Nestle”, “Heinz”, “Nutriceal”, a number of European companies (“Droga Kolinska”, “Vivera”, “Bellakt” and others) and many Ukrainian companies.

For production of flour, cereals and flakes we use natural, that is free from GMO, buckwheat, oats and corn seeds, grown on fields without application of pesticides or any other chemicals under our control during all vegetation period.
Private enterprise
SPS

CONTACT DETAILS:
Kharkiv 93 Postyshewa av.
Ukraine, 61020
tel/fax: +380 57 752-52-57
web: www.pripravka.com

Aleandr Leonov
Head of export department
viber/whatsapp/telegram:
+380 97 259-10-49
e-mail: A.Leonov@pripravka.co
skype: alehandro_alehandrovich

tel: +380 50 309-79-00
e-mail: A.Leonov@pripravka.co

ABOUT COMPANY
PE "SPS" (TM "Pripravka") specializes in the production of natural flavorings, spices, herbs. The company includes the following areas of activity: the production of packaged products under the trademark «Pripravka», «Food Barista» and «Smakko»; Private Label development for partners; wholesale of agricultural products (LLC «Grow Rows»). TM "Pripravka" takes the second place on market of Ukraine spices after Nestle group (Torchin, Mivina). Production PE "SPS" is exported to 17 countries. Production PE "SPS" is exported to 17 countries.

PRODUCTS
Production PE "SPS" is represented by a wide range of herbs and spices — 14 series, which include more than 150 UCC. In addition to traditional herbs and spices, the company produces a range of bright and original lines:
› A series of natural seasonings "Exclusive" does not contain salt, spices consists of coarse fraction.
› A series of natural seasonings for marininating meat "Just add juice" (bag for marinating and baking inside), it contains exotic ingredients — tamarind, ajwain, mint and so on.

QUALITY
The company is certified ISO 9001: 2008, ISO 22000: 2005, HALAL.
The company has a strict control of incoming raw materials and packaging materials. Samples from each lot are sent to an independent laboratory for obtaining the opinion of the quality. In 2017 the company plans to obtain a certificate IFS.
Manufacturing Private label — one of primary activities of the company "SPS".

**ADVANTAGES OF WORKING WITH PE SPS**

- Full cycle production implementation of all stages of production: design and preparation packages for print, development of recipe, searching of foil suppliers and printing-house, packing of product, storage and organization of delivery of products to Customer’s warehouse.
- Possibility of creation of unique recipes and innovative products. Company has R&D department, where all new products are developed. Moreover, production of spices and seasonings according to Private Label recipes is possible.
- Strict control of incoming raw materials. Company has additional procedure of examination of safety and quality of supplied raw materials and packing materials.
- More competitive cost of labour resources allows to manufacture products of manual packing with beneficial price for Customer.
- Wide range of already produced spices and seasonings of TM Pripravka. No need to develop anything new, it is possible to choose from existing product variety.
- Possibility of manufacturing of seasonal products in batches of any size.
- Selection of raw materials suppliers on basis of tender procedure, that allows to reduce the price of finished product.
- Company owns its own production and storage spaces.

**OUR CLIENTS**

PE SPS has already implemented several successful Private Label projects for companies such as:

- Metro, Ukraine (TM Fine Life)
- Kazantip, Moldova (TM Every day)
- Bolluq, Azerbaijan (TM Mr. Pipper)
- Chasito, Nigeria (TM Chasito)
- Ezike Farms Nigeria Limited, Nigeria (TM Morin) and etc.

**CONTACT DETAILS:**

Kharkiv 93 Postyshewa av.
Ukraine, 61020
tel/fax: ..........+380 57 752-52-57
web: .............. www.pripravka.com

Alina Kushevskaja
International Business Manager of Sales Department
tel/viber: ...... +380 99 932-15-58
skype: .......... sps_kushevskaja
Public joint-stock company
TEREMNO KHLIB

The current market leader in high-quality bakery products “Teremno khlib” welcomes you.

Our philosophy is: A secret of the quality is simple — to struggle for excellence and quality. Daily.

ABOUT TEREMNO

The art of bakery business is our passion. The company “Teremno khlib” was founded in 1983 in Lutsk (Ukraine, Volyn region). It is a part of a holding company “Hlibni investytsiyi” and is Volyn’s leading manufacturer of bakery and confectionery products occupying unchanged market leadership in the region for 30 years.

We are constantly exploring new recipes and improving traditional ones, using simple but exceptional ingredients for our products.

High quality of the products is achieved primarily due to the use of only natural ingredients. Also a regular monitoring and auditing of the production process is held. The important factor is the technology and equipment, on which highly skilled workers produce products.

Our products meet international standards; quality control is conducted in laboratories. In 2009, the company was certified for compliance with the State Standards of Ukraine ISO 9001-2009 "Quality Management System" which has been functioning since 2004.

The plant specializes in the production of:
- Traditional bread;
- Malt bread;
- Baton;
- Gingerbread and cookies;
- Cakes;
- Cupcakes;
- Croissants."

In the nearest future we are planning to expand an assortment: pastry, muffins, cakes. We are a team of professionals who know how to create the perfect bakery product.

For more information about our company please visit our official website: teremno.com.ua
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
TERRA

CONTACT DETAILS:

TERRA LLC
Grains, flakes and porridges

Since its foundation in 1998 and until present the company has been operating 24/7.
Our main activity is to refine leguminous crops and to produce various cereals and flakes with fruit, berries, vegetables and other additives of natural origin.
In the course of the years we have developed from a small manufacturing site into the powerful modern complex with a full cycle of production, starting with the refinement of raw materials and subsequent production of high quality finished products, meeting the highest European and world standards.
The Company enjoys a leading position in the Ukrainian food market both as the main home producer of cereals and leguminous cultures, and as the main Ukrainian exporter to foreign countries.
The Company’s mission is to popularize healthy lifestyles and healthy nutrition among the population of Ukraine and people from other countries of the world.
For the production of foodstuffs that meet international quality standards, the Company not only uses the innovative domestic equipment, but also the equipment from the leading manufacturers of Germany, Italy, France, South Korea and other countries.
The innovative technology of using infrared spectrum waves allows to preserve all useful properties of the product.

Steaming fully preserves the vitamins and the amino acid structure of the grain. The company has its own accredited laboratory.
High quality of the ready-made products is achieved through the multi-stage control system which is used at all stages of production — from the purchase of grain and up to the packaging of our finished products.
We do not use gas, oil or any other harmful combustibles – all steam and heat consumed by the company are produced by burning of grain husk in our own bio boiler plant.
The company operates under ISO 9001 quality management system and food safety management system FSSC 22000.
Terra produces the wide range of various grains, flakes, instant flakes and instant porridges. Production capacity is around 10,000 tons per months. High quality grains and flakes are available in bulk and in ready for shelf packaging.
We nowadays have more than 100 partners from 38 countries of the world.

1-A Vchytselska Street,
Pervomayskiy, Kharkiv region,
64107, Ukraine
tel: .......................... +380 5748 3-17-01
web: ........................ www.terra.ua

Contact person:
Vladimir Ruban
e-mail: .......... v.ruban@terra.ua
tel: .................. +380 50 300-71-12
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The Agricultural enterprise “Titan” was established on 14 March, 2000. Currently, we process about 6,000 hectares of fertile land in Pershotravnevyi and Volodarskyi areas of Donetsk region cultivating grain and oil crops, vegetables.

The harvest is processed and stored in the company owned grain elevator with the storage capacity of 15,000 tons, equipped with modern elevator equipment by the company “Brock”, the grain dryer by the company “Sukup”.

We grow the following products: wheat, barley, sunflower, oats, corn, millet, peas and vegetables: cabbage, onions, beets, carrots, cucumbers, tomatoes, etc., using modern technologies and environmentally friendly materials.

We own a grain elevator located at 20 km from Mariupol sea trading port. Being equipped with modern foreign facilities, it provides the services of preprocessing, drying and storing of oilseeds, includes a certified laboratory aimed at determining the grain quality.

Working in a team, applying experience and innovation, we are in the lead in producing agricultural products and our awards testify to the fact.
AGRICULTURE ENTERPRISE

RODNICHEK

Agriculture Enterprise “R Rodnichek” has been existing on the Ukrainian market for more than 15 years. During this period we successfully worked with farms from Mykolaivska, Vinnytska, Odeska, Dnipropetrovska, Donetska and other regions of Ukraine. We offer high-quality seeds of cereals, sunflower, corn and peas.

CONTACT DETAILS:
78, Komsomolska Str., 67751
Bilhorod-Dnistrovskyi, Odesa region, Ukraine
tel: ................ +380 4849 68-3-08
fax: ................ +380 4849 76-6-80
e-mail: .......... sfg-rodnichek@ukr.net

WE SELL THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS:
- Corn seeds “Borozenskyi 277 MV”
- Sunflower seeds
- Sunflower seeds “Aracar” F1
- Durum wheat, wheat
- Wheat - 2, 3, 4, 5 grade
- Peas “Svit” elite
- Barley
- Barley– 2, 3 grade

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

VV-ALLIANCE+

Our company LLC “VV-Alliance+” is engaged in manufacture and sale of confectionery products. Our products are manufactured under the brand name “Stavischanski gingerbread”, known since the 70s of the last century.

We use raw materials only of leading manufacturers of Ukraine. All our selling products are certified. Prices are negotiable. We have flexible system of discounts. We can grow seeds for customer order.

Also, our enterprise is engaged in growing pigs. We constantly offer live pork weight of 110 kg and more. Breeds of pigs: cross breed of Petren, Durok, Landrace.

CONTACT DETAILS:
tel/fax: ...... +380 4563 99-7-44
e-mail: ...... vv.2012@meta.ua
city Bila Tserkva,
Kyiv region, Ukraine, 09117

LLC “VV-Alliance +” produces cakes with toppings due to a traditional recipe using natural ingredients. The most popular product among buyers are cakes with fillings with raspberry flavor, cherry, apple, etc. Due to the special packaging gingerbread retain freshness and sweet flavor longer.

Except the custard glazed gingerbread LLC “VV-Alliance +” produces a wide range of shortbread.

CONTACT DETAILS:
tel/fax: ....... +380 4853 99-7-44
e-mail:....... vv.2012@meta.ua
city Bila Tserkva,
Kyiv region, Ukraine, 09117

The products manufactured by our company are certified and are of high quality raw materials and the process is under the strict control. Customers trying once our products, specifies its excellent taste and quality became our regular customers.
`Heinrich Schulz` Company is a manufacturer of brewing equipment for restaurants, pubs and industrial breweries since 1998. The company is named after Carl Heinrich Schultz, German origin, who created brewery №1 in Kiev in 1865. For today `Heinrich Schulz` Company implemented and commissioned more than 90 successful projects in Europe, Asia and North America. Each project became a successful investment funds because the constant increase of beer demand provides a rapid payback. Statistics show that installation a mini-brewery in the city with a population of more than 20 000 people guarantees stable demand.

`Heinrich Schulz` Company’s high quality equipment and long-term service life have won the trust from customers, which confirmed by their recommendations and positive feedback to the company. Each client receives a complete warranty (24 months), post-warranty and personnel training.

All models of breweries equipped with valves by Czech production, electrical equipment from Germany and South Korea, electric drives from Italy, and the brewery itself is made of Belgian stainless steel AISI 304, recommended for use in food processing equipment. Each project is developed individually, taking into account all the technological features and wishes of the client. All products comply with international quality standards, which are confirmed by European certificate and CE marking.

One of the key advantages is a flexible payment system that allows making payment in installments depending on the client’s capabilities. Individual calculation of brewery’s payback helps ensure the profitability of the project, its profitability and a responsible approach to implementation depending on the region, prices for raw materials and other costs.

Heinrich Schulz Company has a modern production facility in Kiev, which is a general office as well. New representative offices in Poland, Russia and Kazakhstan allow simplifying collaboration with clients in these regions. Each representation formed by team of professional employees — engineers, technologists, brewers and managers. Individual approach and progressive views allow the creation of modern and reliable brewing equipment.

**CONTACT DETAILS:**
Poland, Krakow,
Str. Nowosadecka 64
tel: ............. +48 123 766 555
web: ............. www.s-brewery.eu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brewery 500 liters per brew</th>
<th>Brewery 1000 liters per brew</th>
<th>Brewery 2500 liters per brew</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROI 6 months</td>
<td>ROI 4 months</td>
<td>ROI 3 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results indicate a young, developing craft beer market with high return on investment (ROI).
THE FIRST UKRAINIAN WATCH PLANT
KYIVSKA RUS
(MEMBER OF EDELWEISS GROUP)

“KYIVSKA RUS” the First Ukrainian Watch Plant and EDELWEISS Jewellery House are members of EDELWEISS GROUP

KYIVSKA RUS”, the First Ukrainian Watch Plant represents the Exclusive Designer Collections of timepieces with Swiss movements, innovative patented design, produced in limited edition and recognized as the BEST UKRAINIAN PRODUCTS under each of our brands:

› EDELWEISS – the first Ukrainian watch brand (since 1998), which gave the name of the very rare and beautiful flower to the unique lady’s timepieces with real diamonds and Swarovski stones, also available in 18k gold & sterling silver cases decorated with precious stones.

Undoubtedly, you will be surprised by unique collection series “Ukrainian Girl” (“Ukrainochka”), where glamour Swiss movements’ watches with coloured Swarovski stones on genuine stingray straps reflect the national motifs. And for true connoisseurs of mechanical timepieces the collection was supplemented with the perfectly designed and manufactured automatic “skeleton” model in set with twelve shining real diamonds or zirconium — EDELWEISS Lady Navigator Royal.

› EWC — multifunctional automatic watches, incl. tourbillions & chronographs;

On the occasion of 25th anniversary of Independence of Ukraine under EWC brand appeared a new designer collection “The FAMOUS UKRAINIANS”.

“Taras Shevchenko”, "Volodymyr the Great", "Yaroslav the Wise", "Pylyp Orlyk" and other models (produced in limited edition) became a real surprise for connoisseurs of such kind of products.

› KYIVSKA RUS COLLECTION — stylish watches, wall & desk clocks.

10 000 models of watches & clocks in different stylings with making of company’s logo and any inscription marked on a dial as well as watches & clocks of any form and design for individual orders are also available.

EDELWEISS Jewellery House represents several exclusive designer collections of jewellery, well known under EDELWEISS brand. Patented author’s design and limited edition of splendid earrings, rings, pendants, bracelets, necklaces and other gems turn them into the real masterpieces.

We would be very glad to share with you highly profitable and amazingly interesting business by covering the niche of exclusive timepieces and jewelry of medium price category.

Companies & persons, interested in opening EDELWEISS boutiques on franchising basis are very welcomed.

CONTACT DETAILS:
33 D, Bulvarno-Kudriavska Street
01054, Kyiv, Ukraine
web: .......... www.edelweiss.ua
e-mail: ......... kyivrus-serg@ukr.net
e-mail: ......... 1watchplant@gmail.com
tel/fax: ........ +38044 484-05-86
................................ +38044 592-75-28
................................ +38044 592-75-29
................................ +38044 592-97-28
................................ +38044 592-97-29
................................ +38044 538-14-15

"KYIVSKA RUS" watches with coloured Swarovski stones on genuine stingray straps reflect the national motifs. And for true connoisseurs of mechanical timepieces the collection was supplemented with the perfectly designed and manufactured automatic “skeleton” model in set with twelve shining real diamonds or zirconium — EDELWEISS Lady Navigator Royal.

We would be very glad to share with you highly profitable and amazingly interesting business by covering the niche of exclusive timepieces and jewelry of medium price category.

Companies & persons, interested in opening EDELWEISS boutiques on franchising basis are very welcomed.
Zaporizhzhya shoe factory “MIDA” is one of the largest shoe producers in Ukraine. Compliance with the requirements of national quality standards, application of quality natural materials, modern equipment of factory and permanent control of quality at all stages of production is a guarantee of “MIDA’s” success.

The factory produces men’s and women’s footwear for all seasons. Each year, the factory’s designers create more than 200 new models of shoes, about 100 of them are selected for the production.

In addition to footwear, the company offers a wide range of products for footwear manufacturing, with the main product groups including: TR, PU, TPU and rubber soles, heels in ABS, plastisol accessories and inserts, shoe lasts and footwear insoles. The product list includes over 3000 items.

The policy of MIDA is aimed at building long-term and quality relationships with partners, suppliers and customers.

The close-knit team, effective management, active policy of products promotion allows the company to achieve high results.

MIDA is a company with twenty-five years of experience in the Ukrainian market. Today, factory’s representative offices work in major cities of Ukraine: Kiev, Odessa, Dniepro, Kharkiv, Chernivtsi, Khmelnytsky. As well as abroad—in Russia and Belarus.
Paritet-Toys is the Member of Paritet-Service Group, one of the biggest toy companies in Ukraine. With almost two decades of experience in the toy business, the group assumes complete responsibility of their products by adhering to all quality and safety standards. Our business nowadays includes not only domestic distribution but own brands development. The concept behind each of our toys is unique and has been tried and successfully tested in the domestic market. We are extremely confident about recording impressive sales volume by offering our new products for competitive prices.

TRUEDOUGH

This unique colourful modelling dough has been made with the patented technology from only food ingredients to ensure child safety. The extended early learning and play values include simple measuring, easy kneading and exciting modelling. The patented technology allows us to make 100% natural dough of absolutely any color.

You are welcome to visit www.truedough.ua for more details and to enjoy the video-explainer.

THE RANGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Products</th>
<th>Contents:</th>
<th>For beginners</th>
<th>For advanced users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bag with colored mix</td>
<td>Single Pack</td>
<td>Starter Set</td>
<td>Gift Set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measuring spoon</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jar for mixing</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bag with zipper</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theme shape cutter</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branded apron</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All products are duly tested, certified and comply with the EU safety regulations.

The packaging has 9 languages (Ukrainian, French, English, Russian, Dutch, German, Italian, Polish, Spanish) so no further localization is required.

THE OFFER

We invite to cooperate distributors and retailers. We offer flexible terms and conditions, low MOQ, short lead-time and the perfect customer service. We accept co-branding and private label projects, including the development of the customized early learning and educational sets.

We will present TrueDough 2017 collection including the novelties in our showroom in Hong Kong (October 2016) and in our booth in Nuremberg (February 2017). Do not hesitate to contact us and book an appointment.
The company “Praktik Plus” successfully works in the Ukraine since 2002. Our main product back at that time was self-adhesive felt, which is used to prevent damage to all types of surfaces. The result of our activity is the production more than a thousand of useful and practical products. Picture frames, numbers, hangers, information tablets, mosquito screens and many more of useful products for all kinds of tasks and demands for your comfort.

One of the advantages of our company is the quality control on all stages of production, which makes it possible to obtain a high quality product, which will satisfy any customer.

Another activity of our company is felt and other textile material tailoring of home use products, men’s and women’s bags and accessories, covers for various electronic devices, raincoats, household boxes and organizers. We accept custom orders for designing and sewing of home textiles and professional uniforms, manufacturing branded products with the companies logos, business gifts and other souvenirs.

Ukrainian factory Style-Nika produces woman’s clothing that embodies the quality, comfort and style.

The factory represents different styles of clothing festive, casual and business costumes for women, as well as outerwear. The company focuses on creating a feminine and stylish images for women of all ages.

Monthly 10 new models are created and several thousands of items are produced by our team.

Clothing of our production enables women of any age and any body shape to feel confident and stunning. Our primary goal - to make any woman beautiful and unique!

Elegantly dressed client is our pride!

We will be happy to have you as our new partners for successful business relations.
ALC "Chernivtsi himzavod" is a producer of the vast variety of production appropriated just as to manufacturing plants and factories as to needs satisfaction of customers.

1. **ALC "Chernivtsi himzavod"** produce unique products – filtration cartridges. Filtration cartridges are used for filtration of lacquers, enamels, paints, magnetic tape coatings, mineral oils, waste water, solvents, fuel and lubrication materials and other technic solutions of mechanical impurities including binding agents in high-temperature conditions up to 125°C, also air and allow to organize filtration with fully reproduced result of high-quality filtration.


3. Water-soluble lacquer and paint materials for building purpose: putties and primers for external and internal works, façade acrylic paints, indoor and pearl acrylic paints, water-soluble sealants, primer for decorative bricks and stones, universal polymer adhesive.


5. Lacquer and paint materials for special purpose: concentrates for heating systems "TERMOLUX", "TERMOLUX-ECO", fireproofing paste ВПМ-2 and ОПК-8, enamel AK-171 for highway striping, chemistry-resisting lacquers, enamels and primers, epoxy primers and enamels, polyurethane one-component and two-component enamels and primers, protecting enamel ХВ-518 and primer ФЛ-03K.


**CONTACT DETAILS:**

35 Yaroslava Mudroho,
Chernivtsi, 58025, Ukraine,
site: ............... www.himzavod.com.ua
e-mail: .......... info@himzavod.com.ua

**ALC "Chernivtsi himzavod"** is a winner of Ukrainian national quality contest, a multiple winner of regional quality contest "Bukovinian quality", a member of the club of Ukrainian quality leaders.

Production of the plant is exported to SND countries and Europe and realized in all Ukrainian regions. The experimental-industrial area was made and the experimental laboratory was modernized to develop and implement new types of products in manufacture, to practice of recipes and norms of raw material consumption. There are high-qualified staff-members at the plant, hospitable conditions were created for their skills improvement, specialists of the plant have got 17 certificates on inventions for elaboration of new types of products and patented them.
“Bag Filter Factory” LTD effectively develops in the field of environmental protection for over 20 years, namely, in the manufacture of removable filter elements for gas-cleaning equipment: filter bags, cages for filter bags, pocket filters and sectors for filtration of liquids and slurries. Our products are highly demanded among the largest industrial companies of Europe and Asia: Arcelor Mittal Group, Solway Investment Group GmbH, Metinvest Holding, Mechel Group, TMK Group, HeidelbergCement Group, CRH Group, Henkel AG&Co, OMSK Carbon Group and other.

Our company produce removable filter elements which are used in all industries:
- metallurgical: (ferrous and nonferrous), ferroalloys
- chemical: (production of carbon black, cement)
- road building
- heat-power stations
- waste incineration plants
- building industry enterprises: (gypsum, alabaster, mortars)
- mining
- food
- pharmaceutical
- agricultural and other industries.

The quality management system of our company is certified for compliance with international standard ISO9001:2008, which confirms the high level of service, quality and timely delivery of manufactured products.

Public Joint-Stock Company Concern-Electron was established in 1991 (company shares have been registered in Ukraine under No.1) on the basis of a state concern of the same name, well-known since 1957 as a manufacturer of TV sets under the brand Electron. During almost a centenary history Electron passed its way up from a small electrical engineering workshop to a large multi-branch corporation. Today, the company incorporates multi activity subsidiary scientific & production and industrial enterprises, including joint ventures with Ukrainian and foreign capital.

PRODUCT LINE:
- Public transport: trams, trolleybuses, electric buses, city buses
- Transport control CAN – systems
- Special purpose vehicles: municipal vehicles, ambulance
- Transport climate systems: fluid heaters, receivers, steering columns, air conditioners, ventilipanes for buses, fuel tanks
- Low-power AC/DC electric motors
- Polymer industry
- Materials for electronics
- Special purpose equipment
ABOUT THE COMPANY

"UDEN-Ukraine" LLC is a Ukrainian leader in the manufacture of energy-efficient heaters. Since 2010 the company has been manufacturing a wide range of electric heaters with its own UDEN-S® “warm quality mark”. Our heaters bring cosiness and comfort to various residential and business facilities.

PRODUCT LINE

Today UDEN-S product range amounts to over 150 items of low-temperature 100–700 W panel heaters. The range includes wall-mounted metal ceramic heaters, ceiling-mounted heaters, heating baseboards, designer heaters with UV printing, floor-standing ceramic granite heaters and designer heaters with unique in the whole world, one-of-a-kind handmade images. UDEN-S heaters can be used as a primary heating system in facilities or as a supplementary heat source alongside the existing heating system.

QUALITY GUARANTEE

The manufacturer’s mandatory requirements to its own products are top quality and design. Customer-focused product range — affordable, cost-effective in use, reliable and beautiful — is what really makes UDEN-S stand out from the competitors.

CONTACT DETAILS:
5a, Zahorodnia Str.,
Kropyvnytskyi, Ukraine, 25014

tel: ............... +380 522 27-82-79
mob: ............ +380 98 579-14-41
skype: .......... uden_s
email: .......... info@uden-s.ua
web: .......... www.uden-s.ua

WE ARE LOOKING FOR NEW PARTNERS AND LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS

Service life of UDEN-S heaters under normal usage conditions is more than 25 years. Five-year manufacturer warranty is provided. UDEN-S electric heaters comply with international quality standards and have certificates of conformity of Ukraine, Europe and Eurasian Customs Union.

COOPERATION

The manufacturer is confident that the product will be in demand and highly competitive in the European market, which has long been aiming at energy efficiency and application of alternative energy sources that generate electric power. The head office of the company is located in the city of Kropyvnytskyi, Ukraine. More than 500 dealers work with UDEN-S heaters throughout Ukraine. The company is willing to cooperate with foreign partners on a long-term basis and is ready to actively expand the dealer network in European countries and CIS.
Brovary Aluminium Plant (BRAZ) was founded in Ukraine in the early 70s as the first strategically important enterprise focused on production of anodized aluminium profile.

After successful modernization of the manufacture the range of products, continuously, increased and now we have more than 8500 items of aluminium profiles of various directions and configurations with a cross section of 0.5 cm² and 32 cm², with a minimum wall thickness of 0.7 mm.

BRAZ — ecological and non-waste production enterprise with the following manufacturing cycles: casting, extrusion, die manufacturing and selection, coating, anodizing, abrasive processing and the profile mechanical processing workshop.

Products meet Ukrainian and European norms and standards of production (quality is certified with Ukrainian GOST and certificate DSTU ISO 9001:2009 (ISO 9001:2008, IDT)).

The aluminium profile is used in construction, engineering, aircraft engineering, railway carriage manufacturing, heat and electrical engineering, space industry, household sector etc.

Currently Brovary Aluminium Plant is an absolute leader in terms of production in Ukraine. Our products are recognized in Ukraine, Europe, America, the CIS countries and middle East countries

Our mission — to provide for our consumers high-quality aluminium products, regardless of the level of complexity, of the product and the customer’s location, using many years of experience to solve complex problems and the implementation of existing opportunities, seeking to take a leading position in its industry.

We conduct our business on the basis of an efficient and environmentally friendly production, using innovation and focusing on the world experience.

Standard configuration profiles:
- Electrotechnical strip
- Tube (round, square, rectangular, three edged, eight edged, oval, special)
- L-profile (equilateral, versatile)
- Rod (round, square, hexahedral)
- Other profiles (T-profile, Z-profile, I-profile, U-profile, flanged U-profile)

And more than 7,000 custom configuration profiles:
- Profile for electrical equipment
- Translucent structures
- Profile for decorative works
- Construction profile
  - profile for suspended ceilings
  - furniture profile
  - specialized profiles
- trade and exhibition systems
- Profiles for advertising constructions

CONTACT DETAILS:
07400, Ukraine, Kyiv region, Brovary, blvd. Independence 30
tel: ............. +380 44 579-90-18
tel: ............. +380 44 579-90-52
tel: ............. +380 44 579-90-45
e-mail: .......... sales@braz-industries
web: ............. www.braz-industries.com
Established in the year 2004, in Kyiv, Galvano-technika is the leading manufacturer and supplier of printed circuit boards in the domestic marketplace.

The following is a list of the services and products we offer:

- Printed circuit boards layout;
- Manufacture of single-sided, double-sided, multi-layer rigid, flexible and rigid-flex printed circuit boards;
- Manufacture of aluminum based PCB (for LED matrix) according to RoHS: thermal conductivity (1.8 W/m-k);
- Manufacture of keyboards;
- Manufacturing of stencils for the soldering paste;
- Manufacture of flexible printed cables;
- Chemical milling;
- Decorative and protective electroplating of components made of steel, nonferrous metals, aluminum and its alloys, metallization of products made of ABC plastics;
- Manufacture of copper base metal core printed circuit boards for high power led lights applications;
- Manufacture of planar winding boards for planar transformers.

These products are manufactured under the supervision of our experienced professionals using quality-tested raw material (Isola, Nanya, Atotech, Peters, Du Pont) and sophisticated machines as per the set industrial standards. The company provides with high precision printed-circuit boards according to IPC-600F, 600G standards.

ISO 9001 & EN 9100 certified manufacturer of printed circuit boards, as well as has a certificate issued by State Department of Aviation Transport dated 04.02.2004 and confirmed in March, 2007 and March, 2010 and has a license for precious metals and precursors.

We provide the highest quality circuit boards in the shortest possible time at a reasonable cost.

**Lead time**

**Standard turn time:**
- Single-sided PCB – 10 working days;
- Double-sided PCB – 14 working days;
- Multi-layer PCB – 21 working days.

**Quick turn time:**
- Single & double-sided – 3 working days;
- Multi-layer PCB – 7 working days.

**CAPABILITIES:**

- Maximum Board size: SSB, DSB – 380×480mm, MLB – 290×440mm;
- Board thickness: SSB, DSB – 3.5mm, MLB – 3.6mm;
- Minimum hole size: 0.2mm;
- Plated hole aspect ratio: 0.16;
- Minimum line width: 0.1mm;
- Minimum line space: 0.1mm;
- Surface finishes:
  - Hot Air Solder Leveling (HASL);
  - Immersion Tin;
  - Solder mask – Photoimageable;
  - Metallic finishes for edge connectors – Galvanic Ni-Au (nickel-gold);
  - Organic coating – Carbon Ink;
  - Silkscreen / Legend colours – White, yellow, black;
- Contour machining – routing, V-cut;
- Vias – Blind Vias, buried Vias;
- Quality control:
  - A.O.I. – Automated Optical Inspection;
  - Electrical test — Flying Probe Test

CONTACT DETAILS:

35, Predslavinska str., 03680, Kyiv, Ukraine
tel/fax: +380 44 223-40-80
e-mail: order@plata.com.ua
web: www.plata.com.ua
STATE ENTERPRISE «STATE INSTITUTE FOR DESIGNING ENTERPRISES OF COKE OVEN AND BY-PRODUCT PLANTS» (SE «GIPROKOKS») was founded in 1929. It is one of the largest companies in the world that provides packaged engineering services in the field of building new, reconstructing and retrofitting existing coke oven plants and facilities.

Scientific and technical documentation of GIPROKOKS was used to build 61 coke oven and by-product plants: in Ukraine—all 17, in CIS countries—17, in the countries of Europe, Asia, Africa, Latin America—27.

SE «GIPROKOKS» is the exclusive owner of a wide range of intellectual property assets—technologies that conform to the world level of scientific and technical elaborations, design, «know-how», which are protected by many patents of Ukraine and foreign countries.

Coke ovens designed by GIPROKOKS are distinguished by high level of production processes automation, by comfortable labor conditions, reduction of plant emissions into environment, in particular, substantial reduction of NOx and CO emissions. They were built in China, India, Pakistan, Iran, Egypt, Algeria, Turkey, Bulgaria, Italy, Czech Republic, Poland, Finland, Brazil and in other countries. 28 complexes of coke oven batteries have been commissioned for the last 10 years as per the projects of the enterprise.

New development of GIPROKOKS—coke dry cooling plant (CDCP)—has become widespread in the world. CDCP allows not only to improve coke quality, but also to reduce plant emissions, decrease energy consumption. Such original facilities are successfully operated at the enterprises of the CIS countries (more than 20), and 16 multi-chamber CDCP are in operation in Japan, China, India, Finland, Germany, Turkey, Hungary and in other countries.

SE «GIPROKOKS» is an active participant at the world market of engineering services in the field of coke oven and by-product plant. This activity is supported by compliance of these services to WTO requirements, scientific-technical potential and marketing strategy which is built upon the principle of keeping optimal compliance of properties of the designed facilities to regional and resource capabilities.

High level of technical solutions and quality of design products elaborated by SE «GIPROKOKS» is ensured by qualification level of engineering personnel and quality management system which is implemented at the enterprise. It was certified by the leading world company «Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance» about 20 years ago and is constantly improved.

At the present time SE «GIPROKOKS» is one of the most prominent scientific-technical companies of mining and metallurgical complex of Ukraine by production scope, scientific-technical and production potential. The company’s activity is directed at improving technological processes and production management, increasing quality of products, safe operation, reliability, ecological safety, energy saving. This is implemented in all projects.

We are always open for discussion, exchange of experience and new offers!
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
INTERSPETS Prom

The Research and Production Enterprise "INTERSPETS Prom" LLC, Dnipro, is specialized in the design, supply, manufacture, commissioning and service in the field of lubricating and hydraulic equipment for mining, metallurgical, chemical-recovery and foundry industry, mechanical engineering; transport and agricultural infrastructures. The RPE "INTERSPETS Prom" LLC is a dynamically developing company, successfully operating in the markets of Ukraine, Belarus, and Kazakhstan.

The RPE "INTERSPETS Prom" LLC is one of the few companies that offers full cycle, starting from the development of project documentation, manufacturing, installation, commissioning to service maintenance of equipment (warranty, post-warranty maintenance, repair, supply of spare parts and components) throughout the entire period of exploitation.

Our enterprise is the official representative of the platform Lincoln SKF LBU (Lubrication business unit) lubrication equipment and centralized lubrication systems.

We are ready and willing to cooperate with each customer, each enterprise and company anywhere in the world, interested in working together.

The RPE "INTERSPETS Prom" LLC is ready to become a strategic partner in the development of your business.

CONTACT DETAILS:
Lane Biologichny 2A/3, 49005, Dnipro, Ukraine
tel: ................ +380 56 767-24-25
mob: ............ +380 94 910-94-25
e-mail: isprom@ukr.net
web: ............. www.isprom.com.ua
Contact person: Igor Dzhumakeev

GROUP OF COMPANIES
TECHENERGOPROM

Techenergoprom is a group of companies in more than 20 years of experience in domestic and international markets. We offer rolled metal products for special purposes and metallurgical raw materials from leading manufacturers of CIS, Europe and Asia, and engineering services. A wide range of materials and semi-finished products, manufacture of steel structures for construction and power energy are the main activities of the company.

OUR MAIN FIELD ARE:
> materials for railway transport including tram rails and accessories, turnouts, spare parts for trams (bandages, axes);
> Sheet piles and special sections for industrial engineering.

CONTACT DETAILS:
tel:  ................ +380 56 778-13-02
fax: ............... +380 56 778-58-98
Export department:
tel: ............. +38 056 236-13-05
e-mail: .......... info@tep.dp.ua

WE PROPOSE:
> Pig iron
> Round and square billets
> Channels 8P–30P, U80–280, UPN 80–400
> Equal & unequal angles
> Crane rails KP70–KP140, A45–A150
> Maine rails P33, P34, P38
> Rails P43, P50, P65, S49, UIC 60
> Tram rails T62, NT1, LK1, B1
> Fastening elements for all type of rails
> Maine rack SVP 19, 22, 27, 33
> Steel sheet piles and PVC piles
> Grinding steel balls
The "Technobasalt-Invest" LLC company is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of continuous basalt monofilaments and products based on it: assembled basalt roving, chopped basalt roving (basalt fiber) and composite basalt rebar. Our company has produced basalt products since 2004 and they are unified under a single trading Technobasalt ™ brand. All products are certified in the UkrSEPRO system and quality management system of our company complies with the international standard EN ISO 9001: 2008.

Basalt fiber has the operating temperature from –260 °C to +680 °C and is an absolute insulator. The basalt fiber’s tensile strength is 2.5 times of the alloy steel’s strength and 1.5 times — the glass fiber’s strength.

The “Technobasalt-Invest” LLC basalt fiber is temperature and chemical resistant, it increases the impact resistance and improves the abrasion index of concrete, providing, thus, the durability of the concrete structure. In addition to eliminating shrinkage cracks, basalt fiber improves the characteristics of concrete compressive and tensile bending strengths to 48% and 58% respectively. BFRC (basalt fiber reinforced concrete) possesses a very important quality for concrete by rapidly gaining the initial strength.

Areas of basalt fiber use: fine concrete reinforcement, making refractory building materials, friction materials (brake pads, linings), nonwovens (mats, veils), heat and sound insulation materials (technical fabrics, ribbons), lightweight thermoplastic composite products manufactured using technology BMC / SMC (internal ceiling salon cars), stuffing mufflers.

Basic properties of basalt fiber: 3-D reinforcement of mixtures, non-conduciveness, corrosion and chemical resistance, improved heat resistance and cold resistance of materials.

Applications of composite basalt rebar: reinforcing structures under high corrosion (foundations, drains, canals, port facilities, strengthening the coastline), reinforcing buds (earthquake-resistant buildings, industrial floors, concrete and aerated concrete blocks), construction of roads, bridges, runways.

The main properties of composite basalt rebar: 4 times lighter than steel bars, 3 times stronger than steel bars, absolute corrosion resistance in all environments, non-conduciveness, no galvanic corrosion, the same expansion coefficient with concrete, does not require welding and/or special lifting mechanisms, service life more than 100 years.

The combined use of basalt fiber and basalt composite rebar is the best choice to increase the durability of concrete structures, especially in aggressive environments.
"Company" Veres LLC is a Ukrainian manufacturer of different goods for newborns in Ukraine for over 16 years.

We have repeatedly taken part in national and international exhibitions, and our products are gratefully appreciated by consumers and specialists’ approving reviews from around the world, and various awards.

CHOOSING OUR PRODUCTS, YOU WILL GET:

Quality confirmed by certificates:
- Environmentally friendly product certificate;
- State sanitary and epidemiological inspection report, confirming compliance with all health requirements;
- Compliance certificate, indicating the quality of each item.

Secure baby-beds water-based cover (varnishes, enamel)

"Company" Veres" baby-beds are made from environmentally friendly solid wood of Carpathian beech.

Chest of drawers and wardrobes are made of MDF and class "E1" chipboard.

"Company" Veres" mattresses are only with quality fillings.

Textile products for newborns (bed sets, changing mattresses, diapers after bathing, and more), which are made from 100% natural cotton fabric, pleasant to the touch. Due to the high density (from 125 to 160 g/m²), "Company" Veres" bed sets do not lose their properties and are kept well in long-term use.

Baby clothing is made from high quality natural materials, certified according to Oeko-Tex Standard 100, which are carefully selected by the highest quality indicators. High standards of quality for newborns’ clothes we achieve thanks to:
- Modern production technologies
- Quality control at all stages of production
- Carefully selected high-quality cotton materials
- Safe and high-quality materials and fittings
- Modern design

We are always open to mutually beneficial cooperation and are flexible in production.
Private enterprise “Furniture factory "NOVA" is the leader of the furniture market of Ukraine.

“Furniture factory "NOVA" has more than 100 kinds of products that are producing on modern equipment of Italy and Germany and which are successfully presented at the market of 20 cities of Ukraine and at the foreign markets (more than 10 countries). The enterprise has qualified workers, quality control at all levels of production, management system that meets the requirements of standard ISO 9001:2008. “Furniture Factory “NOVA" relied on the needs of the average consumer who wants to buy quality modern furniture at a reasonable price.

As our factory develops and grows, we continue our activities abroad and also looking for new business partners.

WE CAN OFFER:
› Stable and mutually beneficial partnerships;
› Quality furniture products that are demanded at the market;
› Free consultations connected with the organization of the representative offices;
› Attractive prices for the wholesale customers;
› Advertising support and materials;
› Convenient system of payment.

You can watch our website and find our products (we send you our Price List): www.nova.ua/en/

If you have some questions, don’t hesitate to contact. We answer you with pleasure. If you are better in Russian, German or French can answer in it.
The Company Alfa-Sintez has been existing on the Ukrainian market for more than 15 years and has successfully been producing PET films and packaging. All our products correspond to the higher European standards, the fact thereof is certified by the ISO 9001 certificate. Our products are manufactured using the newest Italian equipment by the best manufacturers in this sphere.

The Company Alfa-Sintez always keeps up with the time and implements new technologies as they appear on the market. Nowadays our equipment allows us to produce films of various width, thickness, multi-layer, two-colored, laminated, as well as broad spectrum of multi-purpose packing that can be applied for various purposes (for packaging of fruit, vegetables, eggs, meat, chicken, confectionery).

Nowadays a market of plastic packaging, in particular the market of PET packaging, is the most dynamically developing one.

During the last several years we have been observing the fact that the largest world producers of packaging of polymeric materials actively shifts attention from such materials as PP, PS and PVC to PET. This fact is proved by prognosis of the largest rating companies, such as Smithers Pira – market of PET packaging has increased for 19 million tons for the last year, and the demand will increase for 5% annually. The reason thereof is that PET is a material that is more adapted for work with foodstuff, as it has the highest level of transparency, that allows a customer to see the packaging content. It does not emit any harmful substances. It can be applied for storage both liquid and solid products, it can be applied for work at critically low temperatures (shock freezing). Due to innovative technologies used while manufacturing foamed PET it can be used even at the microwave ovens.

Our Company is not afraid of complicated tasks, we are ready to show it in practice!

+3 8097 296 61 06  
n.yudina@alfa-sintez.com.ua  

www.alfa-sintez.com.ua